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Executive Summary 
IBTTA’s 2014 Maintenance & Roadway Operations Workshop convened in Jersey City, New 
Jersey April 7-8 at a time when highway infrastructure renewal was emerging as a policy 
priority at all levels of government. Through two days of general sessions and breakouts, 
participants discussed the day-in, day-out challenges involved in keeping traffic flowing, 
highways safe, and roadway systems in peak operating condition. 
“The transportation sector touches our lives every day,” said IBTTA President Mike 
Heiligenstein, Executive Director of the Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority. 
“Congestion tears at the community, not only our economics, but our social fabric. It’s the 
most nagging part of what happens to a region…you see the economy falter and citizens 
become frustrated.” 
A panelist said the annual maintenance workshop embodies the key priorities that drive 
tolling agencies every day: customers, assets, and personnel. “In the midst of all of that, what 
this workshop does and what it talks about is the “basic foundation of a tolling enterprise, 
since maintenance and operations make everything else about a successful toll road possible.” 
With more than 600 work zone deaths in the United States in each of the last five years, and 
nearly 37,500 injuries in 2010, panelists agreed that the day-to-day risks in highway 
construction and maintenance are still far too prevalent. “The issue I live with every day is 
making sure everyone’s safe and everyone goes home safe, with all 10 fingers and all 10 toes,” 
a session moderator added. Panelists discussed innovations intended to improve safety and 
reduce risk, with some of them recounting serious events that pointed to the need for better 
processes.  
Participants heard about new and emerging technologies to enhance work zone safety, from 
integrated real-time traveler information systems, to end-of-queue warning systems, to 
robotic traffic controls, to predictive modeling. 
When an incident does occur, the accent is on keeping personnel and the public safe, 
preventing secondary crashes, clearing the road as quickly as possible, and restoring normal 
traffic flow. Panelists from different tolling agencies described their working relationships 
with state law enforcement and hazardous materials response, the co-located command 
centers that support seamless interaction in response to major events, and the evolving use of 
different communication channels, from citizen’s band radio to social media. 
But one panelist stressed that incident response is only as effective as the training available 
to communications center personnel. Tabletop exercises are a critically important training 
tool to help command and traffic management center personnel understand each other’s 
capabilities.  
While Super Bowl XLVIII tested the customer safety experience of all the transportation 
agencies in the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area, the same operating principles 
apply every day for every toll authority. Panelists described graduated roadside assistance 
and response programs that address a wide range of routine situations—from flat tires and 
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dead batteries, to tow truck requests and debris on the road. Speakers from transportation 
and law enforcement identified wrong-way drivers, distracted driving, driving under the 
influence, speeding, and occupant restraint as the most important factors leading to death 
and injury on the road. 
In maintenance and roadway operations, asset management involves everything from major 
bridge repairs, to pavement rehabilitation and lighting, to the management systems that 
deliver the greatest value with scarce maintenance dollars. Workshop participants heard 
details on rehabilitation and maintenance projects on several iconic bridges, as well as a 
presentation on galvanized steel as an option for preserving bridges, controlling corrosion, 
and controlling maintenance costs over a longer time span. One panel looked at LED lamps 
as a durable, flexible, cost-effective option for bridges and tunnels alike. 
Some agencies are turning to performance-based contracting and quality assurance/quality 
control to manage their maintenance programs. A session moderator described a “fence-to-
fence” approach that brings all roadway assets under a single contract. Another panelist said 
some asset management contracts are moving in the direction of self-compliance, with 
companies required to identify and perform work, sample completed work, and even self-
penalize based on agreed key performance measures.  
Roadways are at ground zero when severe weather strikes, and that means “infrastructure 
folks need to have some friends” among climate adaptation researchers, said one panelist. 
Extreme events around the world have doubled in the last 10 years, and in the United States, 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has identified 
transportation infrastructure as one of three sectors to which it wants to offer support. The 
panelist said roadway operators could face hydrological vulnerability on bridges, thermal 
expansion and rutting as a result of extreme heat, and unexpected impacts on bridge 
integrity due to temperature-induced strain and differential heating. 
Other speakers traced a process of emergency preparation, response, recovery, and after-
action assessment that positions tolling agencies to cope with future extreme events. Several 
discussed the importance of interagency cooperation at every stage in a serious incident. 
Toll agencies can also take steps to reduce the ecosystem impacts of highway operations. 
Participants heard about strategies and technologies to reduce animal-vehicle collisions, 
green technology innovations that can be introduced as part of a highway refurbishment 
program, and a solar power system that meets 49 percent of electricity requirements along a 
17-mile stretch of tolled highway. 
Throughout the two days onsite, panelists and participants stressed the crucial role of 
roadway operations in protecting tolled assets and making sure agencies’ ongoing business 
runs smoothly. “This is my favorite workshop, because it gets at the essence of what we do 
every day,” said one panelist. “It’s about how we perform, deliver, and use scarce resources 
to the best of our ability.” 
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Introduction: Bringing It Back to the Customer 
IBTTA President Mike Heiligenstein opened the 2014 Maintenance & Roadway Operations 
Workshop by stressing the essential connection between safe, reliable transportation and the 
health of a community. 
“The transportation sector touches our lives every day,” said Heiligenstein, Executive 
Director of the Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority. “Congestion tears at the 
community, not only our economics, but our social fabric. It’s the most nagging part of what 
happens to a region…you see the economy falter and citizens become frustrated.” 
To make the case for toll financing, he said IBTTA members must tell their story in ways that 
make sense to the driving public. “We’re trying to develop a culture that translates from our 
terminology and our world to the world of the customer.” 
Hon. Steven Fulop, Mayor of Jersey City, said cities can often work around the partisan 
divides that inhibit change at more senior levels of government. “At the municipal level, 
where mayors and council members exist, is where the opportunity for change and progress 
is really happening.” New York Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia once observed that there’s no 
Republican or Democratic way to pave or plow the streets, Fulop said. But “we do have to 
answer to the residents, so progress is really essential.” 
The workshop convened in a metropolitan area that was actively renewing its transportation 
infrastructure: IBTTA Executive Director and CEO Patrick Jones noted that the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) was running simultaneous, billion-dollar 
projects to replace the Goethals Bridge, raise and replace the roadway on the Bayonne Bridge, 
and improve access to the George Washington Bridge. 
Cedrick Fulton of PANYNJ said the annual maintenance workshop embodies the key 
priorities he brings to work every day: customers, assets, and personnel. “In the midst of all 
of that, what this workshop does and what it talks about is the basic foundation of a tolling 
enterprise, since maintenance and operations make everything else about a successful toll 
road possible.” 
 Highway and tolling agencies have tough choices to make every day, he said, because 
“there is simply not enough money to take care of all the assets we’re responsible for.” 
Joseph Mrozek of the New Jersey Turnpike Authority added that “there’s nothing routine 
about maintaining operations on toll roads, bridges, and tunnels. It takes skill, planning, and 
knowledge.” 

Keeping Highway Operations Safe 
Work zone safety is a top priority for any tolling agency. Although systems are in place to 
teach safety and manage assets, several panelists agreed that the toll of death and injury in 
highway construction and maintenance is still far too high. 
According workzonesafety.org, the U.S. has seen more than 600 work zone deaths in each of 
the last five years, 85 percent of them involving motorists, and 37,476 people—more than 100 
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per day, or one every 14 minutes—were injured in work zones in 2010. “So there will be 
roughly six people injured in work zones as we’re sitting here comfortably in our chairs,” a 
panelist said. 
“The issue I live with every day is making sure everyone’s safe and everyone goes home safe, 
with all 10 fingers and all 10 toes,” a session moderator added. He recalled the day his 
supervisor had to visit a family with very bad news, “and I don’t think anyone in this room 
would want to do that.”  
With major construction and reconstruction projects under way in many different 
jurisdictions, panelists talked about a variety of innovations intended to improve safety and 
reduce risk. But some of them recounted serious events that pointed to the need for better 
processes. “You can teach safety all day long,” one of them said, but “we had an incident that 
proved our system was broken.” 
The result was a renewed commitment to work zone safety innovations that “seemed so 
simple, and it was once we got going.” The specifics included: 

• A new test bed for vehicle tailgates, to maximize their visibility at all times of day and 
night 

• Personal protective gear that is more visible to motorists and more comfortable for 
employees 

• Safer, more ergonomically sound systems for deploying marker barrels. 
Another panelist described his agency’s efforts to apply the latest safety research in 
construction zones with multiple contractors spread over dozens of miles of roadway, 
adjacent to heavy traffic. In a work zone with constrained geometry, high speeds, a high 
proportion of truck traffic, and nighttime lane closures and queues, he said it’s essential for 
all stakeholders to work together to optimize safety. 
A couple of panelists described new designs for mobile barriers that keep work zones safe 
while traffic is open on adjacent lanes. Others discussed new and emerging technologies to 
enhance work zone safety, including: 

• Integrated real-time traveler information systems 
• Predictive end-of-queue warning systems 
• Temporary rumble strips upstream of lane closures 
• Speed display signs with enforcement 
• Sequential warning lights 
• Enhanced signing 
• Continuous safety monitoring 
• ITS-based truck egress warnings 
• Robotic traffic controls 
• Walkable work zone gantries. 

Technology can also help highway operators anticipate and minimize hazards beforehand, 
by simulating the traffic flows that will result from major repair or reconstruction of existing 
facilities. The structural rehabilitation of the 1,200-foot NJ-495 viaduct will be a big challenge 
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for commuters, particularly because it will coincide with closures of the northbound Pulaski 
Skyway and some ramps on the George Washington Bridge. A participant said the U.S. 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) “strongly urges the use of simulation tools” for 
this type of project, and described an approach that combined four digital tools: a regional 
planning model, a micro-simulation of the 495 corridor, and software packages to assign 
traffic and optimize traffic signals. 
“It was really invaluable to identify expected operations during a project of this magnitude 
and evaluate various mitigation strategies,” he said. When the simulations were presented to 
stakeholders, “it created a collaborative process, where everyone was looking at exactly the 
same thing…It helped them accept the reality, brainstorm, and get energized to work 
together to address the situation.” 
Participants heard that FHWA was about to solicit comments for the next edition of the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). A panelist said the next edition of the 
manual will be reorganized, with fewer pages, more guidance, better integration between 
text and figures, and more hyperlinks. The new rules will include optional purple pavement 
markings for electronic toll collection lanes, new retroreflectivity requirements for some 
signs, and a new toll interoperability symbol. There may also be a new roadway symbol to 
signify congestion ahead. 
When an incident does occur, the key priorities are to keep personnel and the public safe, 
prevent secondary crashes, clear the road as quickly as possible, and restore normal traffic 
flow. A panelist listed four pillars of a traffic incident management program: National 
leadership and legislation, institutional development and sustainability, professional 
capacity-building, and public awareness and education. He said those broad objectives can 
be captured in three common performance measures: Incident plan time, clearance time, and 
secondary incidents. 
Panelists from different tolling agencies described the incident response systems they had 
put in place, including their working relationships with state law enforcement and 
hazardous materials response, the co-located command centers that support seamless 
interaction in response to major events, and the evolving use of different communication 
channels, from citizen’s band radio to social media. 
But one panelist stressed that incident response is only as effective as the training available 
to communications center personnel. “Being a dispatcher is hours and hours of sheer 
boredom followed by sheer terror,” he said, and that means setting three objectives for 
incident management: responder safety, safe and speedy clearance, and prompt, reliable, 
interoperable communications. 
Tabletop exercises are a critically important training tool, to help command and traffic 
management center personnel understand each other’s capabilities. One joint conference 
“gave them plenty of time to socialize, and it was amazing to see them talk,” he said. “They 
got to know each other, where to go for resources, and how to ask for them.” 
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Once an incident is cleared, the painstaking task of assessing property damage and 
recovering costs begins. “The initial focus is on getting the road open,” a panelist said, but 
agencies should have established protocols to identify the categories of costs to be recovered 
and the dollar threshold above which collection occurs. In 2013, one major tolling authority 
sought $794,426 and received $491,498 in reimbursements on 44 claims. 
Participants also heard about emerging technologies for tracking vehicles and monitoring 
operations to support overall performance measurement. One panelist described a serious 
incident where first responders were on the scene in 11 minutes, the driver was in the 
ambulance at 22 minutes, and the road was cleared in 45—all because toll revenues were 
available to fund an effective response. 

A Safe, Reliable Ride for Customers 
Customer safety and convenience are everyday priorities for any tolling agency. But at this 
workshop, in this location, the conversation began with an extraordinary event: several 
panelists were directly involved in traffic planning for Super Bowl XLVIII at New Jersey’s 
MetLife Stadium, just a short distance from the workshop location. 
“You have not been bossed around until you’ve been bossed around by the NFL [National 
Football League],” said PANYNJ’s Cedrick Fulton. “We were doing things we would never 
have envisioned a year prior. But in the end, we moved the players, moved the press, moved 
the families back and forth seamlessly.” 
Different agencies began their planning 18 months to four years before the game, and 
panelists credited Transcom, the regional transportation hub, for bringing all the 
participating organizations together. “It was an incredible amount of coordination between 
agencies throughout the region,” said the New Jersey Turnpike’s Joseph Mrozek. “I was 
meeting people from agencies I didn’t even know existed.”  
A special panel on Super Bowl logistics traced the milestones and challenges agencies 
successfully navigated, including: 

• The first Super Bowl ever hosted by two states and two NFL teams 
• The first game played in an open dome stadium in a cold weather climate 
• The requirement for 10,000 part-time contractors and volunteers to undergo FBI 

background checks and receive game credentials 
• The need to remove snow from multiple storms—and eventually, to melt snow that 

had been cleared to parking lots, using melting equipment originally designed for 
airports 

• The challenge of adapting established incident management, traffic management, 
contingency planning, road maintenance, and snow removal techniques for an event 
that would tie down 15 state highways within a five-mile perimeter, and place 
exceedingly high demands on the state turnpike for a full week 

“By the time Super Bowl week started, we had a schedule as tight as the NFL teams for every 
department,” a panelist said. “We had contractors on call or standby in case issues had to be 
addressed quickly. We didn’t want to waste time wondering who to call.” 
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For more routine operations, panelists described graduated roadside assistance and response 
programs that address a wide range of situations—from flat tires and dead batteries, to tow 
truck requests and debris on the road. Drivers with one agency are not emergency medical 
technicians, but receive CPR, AED, and first aid training, as well as detailed orientation on 
how to keep themselves and motorists safe.  
Congestion control and safe, quick clearance are also priorities for law enforcement. In one 
jurisdiction, the state police and the department of transportation established a two-person 
incident management response team to assist with any large event that closes a road for two 
hours or more. The team receives essential support from a co-located incident management 
center that brings together all the decision-makers—from state troopers to highway 
supervisors to transit officials—who might be a part of the solution. 
Along the New York State Thruway, incident response sometimes means supplying food 
and water via all-terrain vehicle when roads are closed. During the summer months, law 
enforcement must be ready for faster driving speeds, including street racing, and high traffic 
volume from vacationers who aren’t familiar with the route.  
A panelist cited wrong-way drivers as a serious, year-round problem that can lead to severe 
injury and death. The hazard is made worse by other motorists who insist in shooting video 
of wrong-way drivers. 
For some law enforcement agencies, distracted driving is a primary preoccupation. At a time 
when one in four crashes in the U.S. involves a distracted driver, and an estimated 800,000 
vehicles are being driven by someone using a hand-held device, one state has set specific 
targets: Reductions of about 20 percent in traffic deaths and about 17 percent reduction in 
injuries, using legislation, regulations, improved reporting, and a year-long education 
campaign to limit the use of electronic devices while driving. 
Another law enforcement official cited driving under the influence, speeding, occupant 
restraint, and distracted driving as the “fatal four” in highway crashes. He said the hazards 
vary across his jurisdiction’s two seasons—winter, and summer construction: 

• In winter, extreme snow and cold result in more crashes, while snow- and ice-
covered roads are more dangerous for officers making traffic stops. “The tollway 
does a great job of maintaining that roadway,” the official said. 

• In summer, motorists drive more aggressively, construction zones can be treacherous, 
and there’s more traffic overall. 

Innovative Asset Management and Emerging Technologies 
In maintenance and roadway operations, asset management involves everything from major 
bridge repairs, to pavement rehabilitation and lighting, to the management systems that 
extract the greatest value from scarce maintenance dollars.  
With bridge reconstruction a rising priority for all levels of government, participants heard 
details on rehabilitation and maintenance projects on several iconic facilities. A panelist 
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discussed a construction photo documentation system that easily collects and catalogues the 
thousands of images required to tell the story of a major bridge project. 
Another panelist made the case for galvanized steel as an option for preserving bridges and 
controlling corrosion over a longer time span. He presented a case study of a galvanized 
bridge that needed no refurbishment after 44 years of operation in fairly extreme conditions. 
On another project, bridge managers opted for galvanized steel without even examining the 
life cycle savings, after realizing they didn’t have time for a three-part paint sequence for 400 
truckloads of ungalvanized material. “What they didn’t know was that they would finish the 
bridge 2½ weeks early,” while saving more than $2 million on painting. 
In a session on pavement technologies, a panelist focused on ground-penetrating radar as a 
more efficient, cost-effective option for evaluating pavement quality. With the ability to 
measure pavement to a depth of two feet at a driving speed of up to 65 miles per hour, the 
system could map a couple of hundred miles of roadway in a few days, compared to several 
months using core samples. 
For bridges and tunnels alike, participants heard great enthusiasm and some debate about 
light-emitting diode (LED) lamps as a durable, cost-effective alternative to conventional 
lighting. The technology now scales from a 201” television screen to a unit the size of a 
molecule, and most panelists agreed that LEDs are ready for prime time.  
On California’s Bay Bridge, a relamping project involved 273 light poles and 48,000 LEDs. 
Initial experience indicates the lamps are 65 percent more efficient than high-pressure 
sodium vapor bulbs, with a 10- to 15-year lifespan compared to two or three for the units 
they replaced. The system was expensive to install, but “we do think it solved all the 
technical challenges we were concerned about,” a panelist said. 
On an iconic bridge that must meet a high aesthetic and architectural standard, in addition to 
performing safely and efficiently, the panelist said the LED supplier worked hard to deliver 
even, consistent lighting. 
In tunnels, another panelist said LEDs can be used as in-road warning lights to boost 
visibility and combat distracted driving. When a ramp is lit by two rows of bright, high-
intensity LEDs, “it requires no interpretation from the driver,” he said. “They’ll instinctively, 
immediately pay attention. They’re going to follow that line.” LEDs can be used to illuminate 
shoulders or yellow center lines or modify bidirectional lanes, or to “chase” toward traffic if 
drivers are approaching sharp curves or abutments at dangerous speeds. Many LEDs are 
now powered by solar panels. 
A panelist cautioned that LEDs “are not the silver bullet from an engineering perspective.” 
They’re “really tough to play with, and you have to really know the technology and the 
application.” He recounted highway lamp replacement projects that had been awarded with 
insufficient attention to detail, and LED systems where key components had to be replaced 
after two years at great cost. 
A vendor countered that LEDs offer precision and uniformity, with the ability to avoid glare 
and motorist confusion by matching the temperature of new lighting to the rest of the visual 
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environment. Fixtures consume far less energy than the ones they replace and last longer, 
thereby requiring less maintenance. With proper heat management, the drivers—the 
equivalent of conventional ballasts—last up to 100,000 hours. The electronics in LEDs require 
Class C surge protection for outdoor applications, and the photocells must be designed for 
the mini-surges that occur when an LED starts up. 
By comparison, he said standard cobra-head lamp standards require new bulbs every four 
years and new ballasts every eight. 
The vendor noted that reduced maintenance saves more than the cost of sending out the 
crew. Relamping often requires tunnel and roadway operators to shut down lanes, “and that 
costs you money big-time and causes lane headaches. You want to reduce that as much as 
possible.” 
Another panelist reviewed several emerging uses of technology to improve roadway safety 
and maintenance, including automated anti-icing systems for bridges, use of vehicle GPS 
and road sensor data to manage road salt deployment, and greater reliance on data from 
anti-lock brakes, backup cameras, and onboard temperature sensors to manage commercial 
fleets. 
Some agencies are turning to performance-based contracting and quality assurance/quality 
control to manage their maintenance programs. A session moderator described a “fence-to-
fence” approach that brings all roadway assets under a single contract. The parties agree on 
the items to be measured and the performance levels to be achieved, and penalties apply if 
objectives are missed.  
With Texas, Georgia, and Florida expanding their performance-based systems and Louisiana 
about to adopt the approach, “the marketplace from the state perspective is growing,” he 
said. 
Another panelist said some asset management contracts are moving in the direction of self-
compliance, with companies required to identify and perform work, sample completed work, 
and even self-penalize based on agreed key performance measures. With a growing database 
of finished projects, the system can eventually be used to predict future maintenance needs, 
“and therein lies the real value,” he said. 

Preparing for Emergencies Before They Occur 
Roadways are at ground zero when severe weather strikes, and that means “infrastructure 
folks need to have some friends,” said Dr. Jennifer Jacobs of the Infrastructure and Climate 
Network at the University of New Hampshire. Roadway operators “have not been 
communicating as well as they should be with the climate side of the house,” so Jacobs’ 
group is trying to work on climate change adaptation.  
“At the risk of stating the obvious, the problem with extreme events is that they’re extreme,” 
she told participants. “If I were to tell you exactly what was going to be heading your 
way…could you handle it? Could you respond to it? The answer is, probably not, because 
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you haven’t seen that type of event before.” So, “the best you can do in some cases is learn 
from the folks around you.” 
Citing research by reinsurance giant Munich RE, Jacobs said extreme events and weather 
variability have had a “huge impact” on transportation infrastructure in recent 
years. ”Globally, what they’ve seen is that the number of extreme events has doubled in the 
last 10 years.” 
With those storms also becoming more severe, she said the U.S. National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has identified transportation infrastructure as one of 
three sectors to which it wants to offer support. Jacobs pointed to several serious impacts for 
transportation: 

• With more extreme rainfall over the last 50 years, including a 74 percent increase in 
the northeastern U.S., bridges could be hydrologically vulnerable. Today’s structures 
are built to a standard that dates back four or five decades, and “if we keep doing 
design work with an out-of-date standard, we’re in trouble.” 

• The warming associated with climate change translates into more extreme 
temperatures and stronger, longer heat waves. Thermal expansion and rutting will be 
serious challenges for roadways, particularly where expansion joints were 
undersized to begin with. 

• Temperature-induced strain and differential heating can lead to unexpected impacts 
on bridge integrity. 

• The recent severe winter in North America is another example of the extreme 
variability that transportation agencies will continue to face. 

With severe weather on the rise, Jacobs urged highway operators to take a close look at the 
vulnerabilities in their systems. The University of New Hampshire is studying the impact of 
flooding on roads that were designed to stay dry, including the risk of long-term damage 
leading to sinkholes on seemingly stable roadways. 
Other panelists traced a process of emergency preparation, response, recovery, and after-
action assessment that positions tolling agencies to cope with future extreme events. An 
executive who had been through Superstorm Sandy in 2012 said the preparations are the 
same, whether a storm is expected to be large or small: vehicles are filled, fuel supplies are 
topped off, and supplies are replenished. “The reality is, whether it’s two inches or 20 inches 
[of precipitation], you’re going through many of these exercises, and it costs a lot of money 
to do so.” 
Interagency coordination is crucial in the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area to make 
sure an open road in one jurisdiction doesn’t lead commuters to a closed facility elsewhere. 
Agencies have also found that, in some ways, the immediate aftermath of a weather 
emergency can be more challenging than the actual event.  
“In the past two or three years, we’ve realized that people are willing to accept that we’re 
going to shut the system down,” the executive said. But the next day, with the sun shining 
and the roads plowed, “we can’t get up to 100 percent operating capacity. And that really is a 
problem, because people want to start moving around.” 
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After Sandy, it took 14 days to pump water out of the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel—at a rate of 
10,000 gallons per minute. Repairs to the two tubes will cost $700 million. 
Atlanta faced a different kind of problem in 2014 when two snowstorms snarled traffic 
across a metropolitan area with 4.7 million people and 10 snow plows. Motorists were stuck 
in their cars for several hours or a couple of days, while others who abandoned their vehicles 
had no other form of transportation. But the rain that preceded the snow made it pointless to 
pre-treat the roads, and after the water froze and the snow began, the highway network 
collapsed. ”There’s no way to treat the road when it’s already a parking lot,” a panelist said. 
One result of Georgia’s after-action assessment was a decision to push emergency weather 
information via the state’s Amber Alert system, making essential updates available to 
millions of drivers with smart phones. 
A panelist from another tolling agency said the ability to manage incidents and restore traffic 
flow at ground level is an “essential part of how we operate,” but routine coordination with 
state police and emergency responders is a challenge. “When it comes down to an event that 
is regional in nature, where it’s of such a size that you need to get all those partners involved, 
you find yourself scratching your head to find out who among those organizations you need 
to deal with.” 
The gaps in the system became clear after a recent multi-vehicle crash with multiple injuries. 
Responding agencies reached the scene and set up multiple command centers, leading to a 
crucial 60 to 90 minutes of confusion. “The response beyond that, once we knew where we 
were going, was excellent,” the panelist said. “That first hour, the [limited] understanding of 
what was happening and who was going to be deployed, was a critical loss in managing the 
incident.” 
Afterwards, a state investigation concluded that “one person, one group has to be leading 
the effort, or confusion ensues,” he added. “Something we really need to work on as an 
organization, as an industry, is to understand how to get that done better.” 
In Georgia, the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) doesn’t own the road it tolls, so 
the response to the storm required constant contact with the Department of Transportation. 
The panelist said the experience underscored the importance of SRTA’s TEAM approach to 
emergency response: Train, Equip, Administer, Maintain.  
“If you don’t do these four things constantly, you won’t be able to be successful,” he said. 
“You can’t just react. You have to train actively, think it’s going to happen, as if it’s going to 
happen every year.”  
The previous speaker agreed on the need to train, coordinate, practice, and “drill, baby, 
drill….We lose talent every year,” he said, and “if you’re not keeping those drills fresh in 
everybody’s head, your procedures are out the window.” 
Another panelist stressed the importance of dedicated communication channels for 
emergency responders and social media to keep the public informed.  
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Driving Toward Sustainability 
The workshop featured a handful of presentations on options for reducing the ecosystem 
impacts of highway operations. 
A panelist said 1.5 million animal-vehicle collisions in the U.S. cause $1.6 billion in damage, 
25,000 injuries, and 200 deaths each year, according to the Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety. Up to 90 percent of the incidents involve deer, deer populations are on the rise and he 
said roadside vegetation is like putting out a buffet and inviting them to dinner. The panelist 
discussed a range of responses, including driver education, population management, 
physical barriers, and driver and deer warning devices. 
Another speaker discussed an award-winning, 714.9-kilowatt solar power system that meets 
49 percent of electricity requirements along a 17-mile stretch of Highway E-470 in Colorado. 
For $2.8 million in equipment and installation costs, the agency installed solar cells on four 
buildings and at 18 ramps. The system generates electricity at a fixed cost of 6.2¢ per 
kilowatt-hour, and with the utility charging 11.5¢, “we’re already saving dollars by going 
with this approach.” Over its 20-year operating life, the system is expected to save $2 million 
in energy costs. 
For another U.S. agency, a major roadway maintenance and capital improvement program 
became an opportunity to introduce several green technology innovations, including ground 
tire rubber (GTR) in hot mix asphalt and recycled asphalt roof shingles. A panelist said the 
GTR costs no more than the product it replaces, but provides sustainability benefits and 
reduces draindown. The use of recycled shingles reduces crude oil consumption at a cost of 
$40 to $140 per barrel and landfill fees at $15 to $20 per ton, cuts down on lime dust, and 
replaces virgin asphalt cement. 
Participants also heard a special presentation on EnvisionTM, a sustainability rating system for 
civil engineering projects modeled on the popular Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
DesignTM standard. “The biggest reason we need something in civil engineering is that a 
bridge is not a building,” a speaker noted. So three major U.S. associations—the American 
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Public Works Association, and the American 
Council of Engineering Companies—developed EnvisionTM as a benchmark for continuous 
improvement based on sustainability metrics. 
The program is run by the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure, a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
based in Washington, DC. EnvisionTM has been in use for about six months, so it’s “probably 
equivalent to where LEED was 10 or 15 years ago,” the speaker said. 

Conclusion 
The 2014 Maintenance and Roadway Operations Workshop took place at a time when the need to 
maintain and refurbish aging highway infrastructure was emerging as a critical concern in 
U.S. transportation policy. Executive Director and CEO Patrick Jones said IBTTA’s Moving 
America Forward campaign was delivering a strong, positive message to legislators, and 
encouraged participants to use the association’s Grassroots Toll Kit to build support with 
their own elected representatives. 
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PANYNJ’s Cedrick Fulton reiterated the crucial role of roadway operations in protecting 
tolled assets and making sure agencies’ ongoing business runs smoothly. “This is my favorite 
workshop, because it gets at the essence of what we do every day,” he said. “It’s about how 
we perform, deliver, and use scarce resources to the best of our ability.” 


